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1.Which of these correctly describes traffic classification using qos group?
A. qos-group marking is automatically mapped to MPLS EXP marking.
B. qos-group is only applicable to an MPLS-enabled router.
C. qos-group marking value ranges from 0 to 7.
D. qos-group is local to the router.
Answer: D
2.Which Cisco IOS command will show a summary of probes.?
A. show ip sla statistics
B. show ip sla reponder
C. show ip sla monitors
D. show ip sla configuration
Answer: D
3.Which three match statements are valid in Cisco IOS XR Software? (Choose three.)
A. match field
B. match mpls experimental topmast
C. match vpls
D. match flow
E. match qos-group
F. match port-type
Answer: A,B,E
4.Which are the two locations where the SP network device always trusts the QoS markings neighbor?
(Choose two)
A. at the ingress PE
B. at the engress PE
C. at the SP core
D. at the ingress CE
E. at the engress CE
Answer: A,C
5.Which three benefits of IntServ and RSVP? (Choose three)
A. RSVP helps network devices identify dynamic port numbers.
B. IntServ networks will reject or downgrade new RSVP sessions if all reservable bandwidth is booked
somewhere in a path.
C. RSVP signaling is a scalable way to ensure all devices maintain an accurate picture of the network
state.
D. They enable the network to guarantee necessary QoS to individual data flows.
E. The ItServ class-based approach is easy to design and implement.
Answer: B,C,D
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